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DIRECTORIAL & WRITING PORTFOLIO
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Kiss of the Spider Woman (2012)

Garage Theatre Workshop (London) with a transfer to the Edinburgh Fringe Festival

√

“Director Shafeeq Shajahan making a virtue of low-budget necessity by letting a bare stage flow seamlessly...
defnitely an improvement on the grossly overproduced Broadway version” - London Theatre Guide
“Truly uplifting... with genuine goosebump moments, a rare “This is an absolutely superb production” opportunity to see a seldom staged show” - Broadway Baby
ScotsGay

The Wild Party (2013)
Bloomsbury Theatre, (West End)

The Duchess
of Malfi (2014)
Edinburgh Fringe Festival

ORIGINAL WRITING:
Justify My
Preferences (2015)
Etcetera Theatre, London

“The exploration
of loss and how
two brokenhearts rarely
look the same is
sensitively considered.” - The
Savege
“The songs were
well written
and performed
by Shajahan...
keen to see another musical by
(him)” - Pi Media

“Shajahan’s nuanced and intelligent direction of the show exhibited a depth of talent...
ensuring an emotive and layered performance that (the) socially incisive subject
matter deserves” - The London Tab

“...put the audience on the edge
of their seats...
made the play
genuinely moving, allowing
Webster’s brilliant writing is to
shine through.”
- Fringe Guru

Heart & Music (2014)
Garage Theatre Workshop

Leila & Laila is a theatrical concept that aims to
tell the story of two 17-year-old women as they
embark on separate journeys to find the delicate
balance between traditionalism and liberalism.
Laila, an Indian Muslim kathak dancer in Singapore,
seeks desperately to harmonise her new-found liberal
viewpoints with her Islamic and cultural background.
Meanwhile, Leila, disenchanted with the ostentatiousness and superficiality of New York, takes flamenco
classes and finds comfort when she subsequently
reconnects with her Catholic roots.
Both girls live separate lives but use art to engage in
their values.
Two stories, told through:the artistic lenses of flamenco and kathak, the musical sounds of the sitar and the
Spanish guitar, and spoken word/poetry inspired by
the poetry of Federico Garcia Lorca and Rabindranarth
Tagore, Leila & Laila parallels two beautiful cultural
aesthetics to highlight the universal thirst for the balance between cultural and liberal ideology in this
ever-changing modern era.

Leila

A Hispanic college student, brought up in a modern
household, eagerly seeking for grounding and spirituality amidst the chaos and buzz of New York City.
She attends Flamenco classes and meets an inspiring
woman who reintroduces Leila to her Catholic roots.

Laila

An Indian-Muslim college student, brought up in a
strictly conservative household, who finds learning
about new, liberal ideals from her class-mates in London difficult for they, at times, contradict with the values she was brought up to believe in. She meets a new
addition to her weekly Kathak classes who helps Laila
rediscover her faith from a fresh, moderate perspective.

Anna

Leila’s Flamenco teacher. An elderly woman, proud of
her art, who seems to be at peace with the world. Spiritual and enlightened, she is able to use her wisdom and
her artistic flair to help Leila on her new-found journey.

Aisha

A fellow Indian-Muslim Kathak dancer who seems to
come from a more moderate family. Passionate and
opinionated, she willingly helps Laila see, initially
Kathak, but later Islam from a less-blinkered perspective.

ACTORS*

Leila - Hispanic-looking, Female, Singer and Actress,
Ideally a dancer with Flamenco experience, 18-25
Laila - Indian, Singer and Actress, Ideally a dancer
with Classical Indian experience, 18-25
Anna - Any ethnicitiy, Skilled Flamenco Dancer, Actress, 30 - 55
Aisha - Any ethnicity, Muslim-looking, Kathak experience, Actress
*(We believe a cast of four females will be beneficial in
crreating a performance piece that raises contentious
issues from a female perspective, certainly a voice that
is under-appreciated and not always heard. This will
make Leila & Laila good opportunity to showcase Singapore’s female theatrical talent)

VOCALISTS/CHORUS

A ‘chorus’ of about 4/5 people who switch between
singing Carnatic Indian music and Spanish Flamenco/
Portuguese Fado. The sound they create will serve as
the score to the main storyline and the music that our
characters dance to. Potentiall, yhey could have a narrative role, much like a chorus in Ancient Greek Theatre.

LIVE BAND

Split into two, half the band will play Carnatic Indian
music/Qawwali with Indian instruments like the tabla,
the sitar and the veena. The other half will provide
a Spanish Gypsy sound, playing instruments like the
Spanish guitar, clarinet, castanets and the kanun. This
score, with the chorus will provide the soundscape
needed for our characters’ storyline.

1) CONCEPTUALISING/
RESEARCH (2 Wks)

We already have the structure of the piece sketched out and a
few sample songs composed. Before completing the script or
finalising any creative decisions, however, we’d ideally like
to spend two weeks:
1) Meeting and collaborating with other Singaporean poets/
writers with an interest in Indian or Spanish art, integrating
their insight and opinions into the performance’s structure.
2) Interviewing Singaporean women who expereicnced the
difficulty of balancing traditionalism and liberalism and integrating their opinions into our script.

2) WORKING WITH LOCAL &
INTERNATIONAL MUSICIANS & POETS (3 Wks)

Shafeeq Shajahan has experience in Jazz composition and he
has already drafted out a few songs for Leila & Laila, drawing
from Spanish melodies and Indian raagas, but with a jazz
base.
Ideally, he’d compose all of the main melodies
for the show and write the lyrics to them as well.
1) With this backbone, we seek to approach Singaporean Indian classical musicans and Singaporean-based Flamenco
musicans to orchestrate the score.
2) We then seek to work with Singaporean poets to improve
the lyircs of the songs, drawing from Lorca and Tagore.

3) FINALISING THE STRUCTURE &
THE SCRIPT (2 Wks)

Once all the songs, lyrics and research has been finalised, I
want to work with Singaporean writers to finalise a structre
for the piece and flesh out a script, drawing from Singaporean
literature and the structure of previous short plays by Lorca
and poetry compilations by Tagore.

4) CASTING (1 Wk)

After publicising auditions under Singapore Art
House’s names, we’d like to spend a week casting our
four characters and a chorus of vocalists. Simultaneously, we’d find a Singaporean music director who will
be able to evaluate the voices of auditionees and start
compiling a band and initiate band practice, to actualise the score. Callbacks and general auditions should
take no longer than a week.

5) COLLABORATING WITH LOCAL & INTERNATIONAL CHOREOGRAPHERS (4 Wks)

Shafeeq Shajahan has experience in Jazz dance and
is keen to work with both Flamenco and Kathak Singaporean dancers to create the dance-scape for Leila
& Laila. Once the songs are composed, we aim to coordinate choreography workshops between these choreographers and our actors to ensure that all music is
choreographed to.

6) PATCHWORK: DEVISING AND
BLOCKING (4 Wks)

With all the choreography learned, we will then start
teaching our actors/chorus the music (which should
be prepared and orchestrated by the band and MD by
this time), and start blocking out scenes. Intense characterisation workshops drawing from both Brechtian
and Stanivlaski’s theatrical techniques will be used.
We will also look at Boal’s Image Theatre to flesh out
the script in a fully realised, didactic manner. By this
time period, our show will be ready for performance.

SOCIAL & CULTURAL
SIGNIFICANCE

Leila & Laila is an ambitious project that seeks to harmonise different art forms, cultures and ideologies. Singapore, as a multi-cultural society, is dependent on harmony and mutual respect. Leila & Laila answers contentious,
relevant questions that may strike conflict with peaceful and harmonious solutions: the balance and equilibrium between traditionalism and liberalism is very much
possible, and when it is reached, it is beautiful! Using
ancient and exciting artforms like Kathak, Flamenco,
Qawaali and Spanish Romani music will as a platform
for social activism is great idea and will be well received
by Singaporean and International audiences alike.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

“After directing seven productions in London and many
more in Kuala Lumpur, I have found that my best work
is the work that has been most personal to me. With
all the theatre that I have created (whether it be modern musical theatre, Jacobean Revenge Tragedy or original writing), I have always tried to maintain a resonant,
personal connection between my art and the audience, instigating questions and lifting spirits. I truly believe that Leila & Laila is one of my best concepts yet
and this is because it is so personal and I strongly believe in the need to harmonise my culture and my liberal values. If I am granted the grant, I am sure that my
voice, as an modern but cultural agent, will be heard
and that many Singaporeans like me will connect to my
story. It will give me the opportunity to realise my directorial skills in a more professional setting and work
and learn from the wealth of skilled artists that reside
in Singapore. I would be honoured” - Shafeeq Shajahan

